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Honors Undergraduate Theses
At a Glance
• Honors Undergraduate Theses (previously Honors in the Major)
began in 1989

• Modelled after Masters Theses
• Over 2700 completed
• Went electronic in 2011
• Will scan print works with consent of alumni

• Almost 600,000 downloads since July 2015
• Migrated all records into STARS

Honors Undergraduate Theses Format Review Process
2015 and earlier
In-person appointments with outside reviewer
Met with students individually
Later moved to review via email
After final approval, students uploaded to a library server

Honors Undergraduate Theses Format Review Process

Late-2014
• UCF Libraries received funding for Digital Commons
• Part of bepress
• 600 institutions world-wide
• Includes peer-review tools

Mid-2015
• STARS debuted
• Migration of all legacy HUTs to STARS
• Including metadata-only records for print-only works

Honors Undergraduate Theses Format Review Process
2016 through Summer 2018
Students complete and receive approval for their thesis from
their advisors and the Honors College
• Students submit their approved version to STARS
• Digital Projects Librarian posts them at the end of each semester,
including managing embargoes and campus-only releases when
needed

This process continued through Summer 2018

Honors Undergraduate Theses Format Review Process
Summer 2018
Office of Honors Research (OHR), UCF Libraries, and Thesis Editor began
exploring using the peer review capabilities of STARS for format review
• Using a modified version of “Caterpillar” workflow
• Customized text of decision letters
• More appropriate for UCF’s process

• Tweaked metadata fields for student submission
• Specifically making certain fields required

• Created instructions for initial upload for format review and final
revisions

Honors Undergraduate Format Review Process
Fall 2018
First semester of new process!
Problems/Challenges we encountered
• Students did second submission instead of revising original
• Could only do plain text edits to decision letters
• Forgot to include the link to website on original instructions (oops)
• Some students still waited until the very last minute to submit/revise

Honors Undergraduate Theses Format Review Process
Spring 2019
Continued to edit and tweak process
• Made further edits to decision letters
• Revised instructions based on questions from students
• Reviewed metadata and instructions for each field
• New feature rolled out that allowed submissions to automatically lock

Honors Undergraduate Theses Format Review Process
Summer & Fall 2019
Made additional edits to instructions for students
Format review process went well, and no edits were made to
decision letters

Instructions for
Students

Customized
text of decision
letters

Final
Revisions
Instructions

Honors Undergraduate Theses Format Review Process
Spring and Summer 2020
COVID-19 and Remote Learning
• Because we had already moved the format review process
online, this piece of publishing the HUTs was relatively
seamless
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Advantages to Online Format Review
• Time-saving: Eliminated the need for in-person appointments and/or email

review
• Efficiency: Pre-populated responses for format reviewer
• Still able to add details as needed for each student

• Smoother process: Students set up account and become familiar with

STARS before final revisions are due
• Reduced the number of panicked calls and emails right before final deadline

• Tracking: OHR could instantly identify where student stood in the process
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